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Introduceon

Women on the banks of the Ganges may not be able
to calculate an infant mortality rate, but they know all
too well the helplessness and agony of holding a child
as it dies of diarrhea. Residents along the lower reaches

of the Mississippi may not be able to name the mutagens and carcino-
ws that nearby petrochemical factories pump into their air and water,
but they know how many of their neighbors have miscarried or died
of cancer. Forest dwellers in the Amazon basin cannot quantify the
mass extinction of species now occurring around them, but they know
what it is to watch their primeval homeland go up in smoke before
advancing waves of migrants and developers.

These people understand global degradation in its rawest forms. To
them, creepin destruction of ecosystems has meant lengthening work-
days, failing livelihoods, and deteriorating health. And it has pushed
many of them to act. In villages, neighborhoods, and shantytowns
around the world, people are coming together to strike back at the
forces of environmental and economic decline that endanger our com-
munities and our planet.

The global threat is complex and manifold. Each year, more babies
are added to the world's population than ever before, primarily in
the poorest nations. The pressure to feed the growing number of
people helps cause rates of topsoil loss unprecedented since the dawn
of agriculture. An area the size of Switzerland-6 million hectares

The author would like to thank Susan Norris for production assistance, Sheldon Annis,
David Beckmann, Medea Benjamin, Laurie Greenberg, Kevin Healy, Doug Hellinger,
Larry Minear, Lloyd Timberlake, and Edward Wolf for comments on drafts of this
paper, and the

genum/nerosity.
people in Latin America who assisted in field research during
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of productive land becomes desert each year. Because of increased
population and decreased agricultural productivity, per capita grain
yields have been declining in Africa since 1967 and in Latin America
since 1981. Ropical forest habitat is being cleared so rapidly that one-
fifth of the earth's species may be extinct by early in the next cen-
tury As the poorest nations struggle with these problems, some 17
million of their children die of preventable diseases annually. Mean-
while, increasing industr dization has produced add rain and air pol-
lution, causing the slow _7-ath of thousands of lakes, streams, and
forests in northern latitudes and endangering human health. Most
ominously, the entire planet's temperature appears to be rising, as
heat-trapping gases released by industrial processes and deforesta-
tion accumulate in the atmosphere.'

In the face of such enormous threats, isolated grassroots initiatives
appear minuscule-10 women plant trees on a roadside, a local un-
ion strikes for a nontoxic work place, an old man teaches neighbor-
hood children to readbut, when added together, their impact has
the potential to reshape the earth. Those who live economic and
environmental decline are not only the most cognizant of the perils
facing our planet, they are the ragtag front line in the worldwide
struggle to end poverty and environmental destruction.

Although most groups are little known beyond provincial borders,
the outlines of an overall movement emerge by piecing together in-
sietts from scores of interviews, field visits, grassroots newsletters,
official documents, press reports, and academic papers. The picture
shows an expanding latticework covering the globe. Viewed closely,
these groups vary enormously in most particulars but share many
fundamental characteristics.2

The particulars include cooperatives, mothers clubs, suburban ground-
water committees, peasant farming unions, religious study groups,
neighborhood action federations, collective aid societies, tribal nations,
and innumerable others. The shared characteristics include the ca-
padties to tap local knowledge and resources, to respond to prob-
lems rapidly and creatively, and to maintain the flexibility needed
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'The world's people are better organized in 1989 than
they have been since European colonialism

disrupted traditional societies centuries ago."

in changing circumstances. In addition, although few groups use the
term sustainable development, their agendas often embody this ideal.
They want economic prosperity without sacrificing their health or
the prospects for their 'fildren.

At the local level, particularly among the close to 4 billion humans
in developing lands, it appears that the world's people are better
organized in 1989 than they have been since European colonialism
disrupted traditional societies centuries ago. Alone, this new class
of organizations is far from powerful enough to set the world on a
sustainable course. The work requiredfrom slowing excessive pop i-
lation growth to reforesting the planet's denuded watershedswill
involve an unprecedented outpouring of human energy. The tasks
are far from mysterious; in fact, millions have been engaged in them
for years. But achieving a just and sustainable global economy will
require an enormous number of simple acts.

Grassroots groups, whose membership now numbers in the hun-
dreds of millions, may be able to show the world how to tap the
energy to perform these acts. In turn, national governments and in-
ternational agencies, which have all too often excluded or sought to
control popular organizations, must learn to work with them. Form-
ing an equal partnership between local organizations and govern-
ment bodies built on mutual respect and shared goals seems a pre-
requisite to resolving many of the tenacious problems confronting
the planet. Development institutions, for their part, will need to dra-
mafically decentralize their decision making and integrate new parti-
cipatory methods into their operations if they are to fulfill their po-
tential as supporters of and complements to local efforts.3

The difficulty in forging an alliance between powerful, often rigid
institutions and the world's millions of enthusiastic but fragile commu-
nity action groups can scarcely be underestimated, yet neither can its
importance. To succeed, sustainable development will have to come
from both the bottom and the top.
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8 Rising Grassroots Movements

Grassroots action is on the rise everywhere from Eastern Europe's
industrial heartland, where fledgling environmental movements are
demanding that human health n longer be sacrificed for economic
growth, to the Himalayan foothills, where multitudes of Indian vil-
lagers are organized to protect and reforest barren slopes. As envi-
ronmental decay accelerates in industrial regions, communities are
organizing in growing numbers to protect themselves from chemical
wastes, industrial pollution, and nuclear power installations. In de-
veloping countries, meanwhile, deepening poverty combined with
often catastrophic ecological degradation has led to the proliferation
of grassroots self-help movements. Whether based in the predomi-
nantly industrial North or developing South, these movements have
begun to interlock as they find their common interests.

In the Third World, the birth of modern grassroots movements it a
dramatic departure from historical precedents. In an anthropological
sense, social organization is ubiquitous. Kinship, peer relations, divi-
sion of labor, social hierarchies. and religious structures form the scaf-
folding of human community in traditional societies all over the world.
Yet traditional tribal, village, and religious organizations, first dis-
turbed by European colonialism, have been stretched and often dis-
mantled by the great cultural upheavals of the twentieth century:
rapid population growth, urbanization, the advent of modern technol-
ogy, and the spread of western commercialism.4

In the resulting organizational vacuum, a new generation of commu-
nity and grassroots groups has been steadily, albeit unevenly, devel-
oping since mid-cer'ury, and particularly over the past two d xades.
This evolution is driven by a shifting constellation of forces, includ-
ing stagnant or deteriorating economic and environmental conditions
for the poor, the failure of governments to rt.:pond to basic needs,
the spread in some regions of new social ideologies and religious
doctnnes, and the political space opened in some countries as tight-
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"This rising tide of community groups is
generally pragmatic, focused on development, and

concerned above all ebe with self-help."

fisted dictatorships give way to nascent democracies. In contrast to
traditional organizatior.s and mass political movements, this rising
tide of community groups is generally pragmatic, focused on devel-
opment, and concerned above all with self-help.

At the same time, a second layer of institutions has formed atop the
grassroots layer in much of the Third World. This diverse class of
intermediary orrnizations goes by many names: in Europe they are
called nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), in the United States
private voluntary organizations (PVOs), and in Asia voluntary agen-
cies (or "Volags'). Here they will be called "independent develop-
ment organizations" or simply "independent groups." Their general
function is to facilitate the flow of information, materials, and funds
between the grassroots and broader institutions suchas church, state,
and development donors. To do so, they tend to specialize in ap-
propriate technologies, for example, or in training for cooperatives
and to join informal federations of independent groups. The result
in many countries is an intricate matrix of organizations catering to
the grassroots.5

Numbers only crudely capture the vitality of the developing world's
grassroots movements, since data are sketchy and groups fluid, yet
the steady growth is unmistakable. Although at mid-century commu-
nity development projects existed mainly where traditional self-help
customs remained intact, today dynamic local organizations are found
in many parts of the world. (See Table 1.)6

By many accounts, Asia has the most active communities. India's
self-help movement has a prized place in society, tracing its roots to
Mahatma Gandhi's pioneering village development work sixty years
ago. Gandhi aimed to bLild a just and humane society from the bot-
tom up, starting with self-reliant villages based on renewable re-
sources. After independence in 1948, Gandhi's disciple Vinoba Bhave
sparked the influential Village Awakening movement and, when that
peaked in 1964, a new wave of commurity organizing commenced,
spurred by a generation of committed middle-class youths. Tens if



10
Table 1: Grassroots Organizations in Selected Developing Countries,

Late Eighties

Country

Bangladesh

Description

1,20C independent development organizations formed since 1971, par-
ticularly active in health and income generation with large
landless population.

Brazil Enormous growth in community action since democratization in early
eighties: 100,000 Christian Base Communities with 3 million members;
1,300 neighborhood associations in Sao Paulo; landless peasant groups
proliferaft 1,041 independent development organizations.

Burkina Faso
Mauritania,Senegal,dry -season self- ; similar movements forming in l,

Naam grassroots participatingasant movement his 2,500 groups parpating in

Mali, Niger, and
India Strong Gandhian self-help tradition promotes social welfare, appropriate

technology, and tree planting; local groups number in at least the tens
of thousands, independent development organizations estimated at
12,000.

Indonesia 600 independent development groups work in environmental protection
alone; peasant irrigation groups multiplying.

Kenya 16,232 women's groups with 637,000 members registered in :984, quad-
ruple the 1980 number (1968 estimates range up to 25,000); many start
as savings clubs.

Mexico Massive urban movement active in squatter settlements of
major cities; at IC:270independent development organizations.

Peru Vital women's self-help movement in Lima's impoverished shantytowns,
with 1,500 community kitchens; 300 independent development organi-
zations.

Philippines 3,000-5,000 Christian Base Communities form focal points for local ac-
tion.

Sri Lanka Rapidly growing Sarvodaya Shramadana village awakening movement
includes over 6,000 villages, one-third of total in country; 3 million peo-
ple involved in range of efforts, particularly work parties, education,
preventive health care, and cooperative crafts projects.

Zimbabwe Small-farmer groups throughout country have estimated membership
of 400,000, 80 percent women; active women's community gardens mul-
tiplying.

Source: Worldwatch Institute, based on numerous sources.
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not hundreds of thousands of local groups in India now wage the
day-by-day stigg,le for developmerh.7

Across the subcontinent, community activism runs high. Self-help
in Bangladesh has risen steadily since independence in 1971, and 3
million Sri Lankans participate in Sarvodaya Shramadana, a commu-
nity-development movement that combines Gandhian teachings with
social action tenets of Buddhism. Sarvodaya mobilizes massive work
teams to do everything from building roads to draining malarial
ponds.8

ttEr Asia, Latin American communities appear to be the most
The bulk of the continent's experience with local initiatives dates

to the i!;',8 conference of Catholic Bishops in Medellin, Colcmbia,
where the church fundamentally reoriented its social mission, toward
improving the lot of the poor. Since that time, millions of priests,
nuns, and laypersons have fanned o into the back streets and hin-
terlands from Tierra del Fuego to the Rio Grande, dedicating them-
selves to create, a people's church embodied in neighborhood wor-
ship and action groups called Christian Base Communities. Brazil alone
has 100,000 of these organizations, with at least 3 million members,
and an equal number are spread across the rest of the continent. In
Central America, they play an important role in movements for peace
and human rights,

In Latin America, past political movements also laid the groundwork
for current community relf-help efforts. A decade ago, the rise and
subsequent repression of Colombia's National Association of Small
Farmers gm.: peasants experience with organizing that led to the
abundance of community efforts today. including cooperative stores
and environmental "green councils." In Nicaragua, the national upris-
ing th, overthrew the dictatorship of Anastasio Somoza in 1979 cre-
ated a surge of grassroots energy that flowed into thousands of new
cooperatives, women's groups, and community-development
projects.w

13
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Self-help organizations are relative newcomers to Africa, though tra-
ditional village institutions are stronger than in other regions. Never-
theless, in parts of Africa where political struggles have led to dra-
matic changes in political structures, local initiatives have sprung up
in abundance. In Kenya, the harambee (let's pull together) move-
ment began with independence in 1963 and, with encouragement
from the national government, by the early eighties was contnbuting

labor, matewarty of
With Zimbabwe's transfer to black rule in 1980, a simi-

lar

materials, and finances invested in rural

lar explosion in conuntmitv began, as thousands of
women's community garde..,, an informal smal! :Amer associations
formed. Senegal and Burkina Faso too are well organized at the r -ass -
roots level, as a result of traditions of village communal work.1-

A noteworthy characteristic of community movements throughout
the Third World is the central role that women play. In Africa the
sheer enormity of women's burdens unites them: women bear pri-
mary responsibility for child care, cooking, cleaning, processing food,
carrying water, and gathering fuel; they grow 80 percent of the food,
raise half the livestock, and give birth to 27 million babies a year.
Worldwide, women's traditional nurturing role may give them in-
creased concern for the generations of their children and grandchil-
dren, while theii subordinate social status gives them more to gain
from organizing.12

Unfortunately, the map of Third World local action has several blank
spaces. Independent community-level organizations concentrating on
self-help are scarce or non-existent in the Middle East, China, north
Africa, large patches of sub-S.laran Africa, and northeastern India.
Likewise, remote regions in many countries lack grassroots groups.
Some of these absences are a result of cultural, religious, or political
factors, as in China, where state-sanctioned local groups monopolize

ssroots development. Northeastern India and sub- Africa,

absence of local f; roups there may reflect a degree of misery that
precludes expending energy on anything beyond survival.
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"The map of Third World local action
has neveral blank spaces."

Outside the Third World, grassroots movements are also on the rise.
In industrial nations of both East and West their concerns increas-
ingly align them with the goal of creating sustainable societies. In
the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, where officially sanctioned lo-
cal organizations are numerous but largely controlled by state and
party hierarchies, the political openness cf this decade has brought
the genesis, often at considerable risk to the founders, of indepen-
dent citizens groups. In addition to the Eastern bloc's internationally
known labor movements and human rights organizations there are
scores of local groups opposing nuclear power reactors and indus-
trial polluters."

Indeed, the East could be the environmental boom field of the nine-
ties. Human rights monitors Brian Morton and Joanne handy report:
"During the period of glasnost, independent citizens' initiatives have
sprung up in the Soviet Union 'like mushrooms after a rain,' as a
Russian saying has it.' turf reds of independent and semi-indepen-
dent ecology clubs have coalesced. Poland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia,
East Germany, and Yugoslavia all have fledgling environmental move-
ments, driven to action by some of the wodld's most polluted condi-
tions., 4

In Armenia and the Baltic states, environmental issues rank high
among the local grievances that have sparked confrontations with
Moscow. In February 1988, thousands of Armenians, tired of bearing
the brunt of pollution from the scores of local chemical facilities, de-
manded cancellation of a planned new plant near their capital city,
Yerevan. Eight months later, 50,000 Latvians, Estonians, and Lithuani-
ans linked arms in a human chain stretching 150 kilometers along
the shore of the severely polluted Baltic Sea to protest Soviet plan-
ners' blatant disregard for the ecology of their homeland."

Though the pace of change is slower in Eastern Europe, there has
been a notable awakening there as well. Since 1980, Poland, a land
ravaged by coal-fired heavy industry, has seen the flowering of at
least 62 independent enviroi mental groupssome estimates range
as high as 2,000. Their concerns focus on air and water pollution and

15
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on the forest destruction caused by acid rain and air pollution. In

14
East Germany, where the winds of glasnost are yet to be felt, mem-
bers of the semi-legal Network ARUM spread their message without
words. By hanging bed sheets from rooftops, they graphically show
their compatriots what add rain does to the earth: the sheets disinte-
grate in the rain, leaving only tattered strips of cloth."

In those regions where nur'ear power is still on a growth course
Japan, France, and Eastern Europeanti-nuclear movements have
grown dramatically since the 1986 explosion at Chernobyl. Intense
popular opposition seems to follow nuclear power wherever it goes.
In the Soviet Union, public protests have led to plans to close one
operating nuclear reactor and to cancellation of at least five planned
plants. hi Japan, an unprecedented groundswell the first nation-
wide movement on an environmental issue in the country's history
has enrolled tens of thousands of citizens with no past experience in
political activism. Women in particular are joining in large numbers,
apparently sensitized by fears of radioactive food imported from
hurope after Chernobyl1r

In western industrial nations, where governments place little restraint
on grassroots action, community-based organizations set their sights
on everything from lucid waste recycling to international trade and
debt issues. In Austria and Wrist Germany, the "citizen initiative"
community movement that began in the sixties has gradually ex-
panded its focus from strictly local issues such as school curriculum
and traffic control to national issues such as nuchzar energy and Wild -
sterben, pollution - causes 'forest death." The ascent of the German
Green Party in the ea e: *PS 'v -c partly a product of this evolu-
tion from local to natio: I c:) .ern:. he Greens in turn have become
the nexus of comrnu.,y org, .1..11$ +cross the nation, hastening the
spread of citizen initi:,tives to hi' e-.11-cis of communities. Inspired by
their German counte, (Nut Grzt._ parties have sprung up in 16 Euro-
pean countries and afro -' :7,;(ii parliamentary seats in half of them.
Most recently, in ;988, the Swedish Greens became the first
new party to enter tht parliament in 70 years."
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"Intense popular opposition seems to follow
nudear power wherever it goes."

Until 1986, Italy was among the few Western European countries
without a significant environmental movement. A confluence of
events, however, has produced a sudden and unexpected outburst
of grassroots action. First came Chernobyl, which catapulted Italian
Greens into the parliament. Once there, they collaborated with a
"Green archipelago" of thousands of community-based groups to call
for a plebiscite on nuclear energy. In November 1987, Italians went
to the polls and in effect ended the nation's nascent nuclear pro-
gram. Then, in the summer of 1988, pollution of the Adriatic Sea left
Italian beaches littered with dead fish, and toxic waste scandals
erupted across the country. Furious citizens, expressing what they
called "the rage of the poisoned," staged marches, protests, and gen-
eral strikes up and down the peninsula In the port of Maritiedonia,
where hazardous wastes were to be unloaded at a state-owned agro-
chemical plant, residents sealed off the town for three days byblock-
ing entrance roads.19

Paralleling a steady rise in neighborhood organizing on local social
and economic issues, the U.S. environmental movement xperienced
a marked grassroots expansion in the early eighties. LoW concern
focuses particularly on toxic waste management, groundwater protec-
tion, and solid waste disposal. This "new popum" is the product
of forces from both to and bottom: increasing decentralization of
authority to states and localities during the eighties and the sense
of political empowerment millions of citizens gained during the six-
ties and seventies. Estimates of nationwide participation range into
the tens of millions.20

Issue-oriented environmental activism is not peculiar to industrial
lands. Just as grassroots self-help movements have spread through
the slums and countrysides of many developing nations, so have
vocal advocates for environmental protection emerged in most capi-
tal cities. Malaysia, India, Brazil, Argentina, Kenya, Mexico, Indone-
sia, Ecuador, ThailaM, and other developing countries have all given
birth to activist groupslargely since MC Sri Lanka alone has a
congress of environmental groups with 100 members. Drawing their
base of support from urban educated classes, these organizations form

17
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links with grassroots self-help movements and varied international
actors such as the World Wide Fund for Nature, Friends of the Earth,
and the Pesticide Action Network.21

As deterioration of the resource base pushes environmental issues
to the fore of many communities' concerns, the foundations of a new
international environmental movement are in place. Local and na-
tional groups are extending tentative feelers around the world, estab-
lishing working relationships on issues of common interest. In the
last two years, groups in Africa, Latin America, and Eastern Europe
have formed environmental networks that cross national borders,
complementing those networks already existing in almost every other
region of the world. New continental and global alliances coalesce
each year, adding strands to the thickening web.22

Environmental movements and grassroots development movements
have also begun to interlock. While Third World self-help movements
fit a different mold of activism than the environmental mcvements
of industrial countries, the two share root objectives: stewardship of
resources, protection of human health, and improvement of living
standards for the disadvantaged. Peasant unions know the dangers
of pesticide misuse, and urban environmentalists are learning the
all-important lesson that privation and environmental decline form
a vicious circle. In Costa Rica, at the 1988 General Assembly of the
world's Isrgest federation of environmental groups, the International
Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN),
human needs became the unofficial theme of the proceedings. IUCN
President M.S. Swaminathan told the delegates: "A better environ-
ment for the bottom billion can be achieved only if we integrate in
environmental planning the goals of sustainable nutrition and liveli-
hood security for all."

Over the long run, the bonds between local groups struggling against
poverty and groups struggling to safeguard natural resources are likely
to grow stronger. More organizations will come to terms with the
fact that the environment can suffer because people have too much
or because they have too little. And more people will understand

18



that the interdependence of the earth's life support systems turns
local problems into global ones. As British Commonwealth General
Secretary Shridath Ramphal writes, "Neither the excesses of wealth 17
nor the excesses of poverty can be quarantined. "24

The Genesis of Local Action

No roads enter the tangle of canyons south of Oaxaca, Mexico, where
the Zapotec Indians eke a meager existence out of parched soils. Na-
tional development efforts, like the roads, have passed them by, but
development itself has not. In 1983, a Zapotec youth named Eucario
Angeles retuned home from university and began talking with peo-
ple in the communities. What were their problems? What were their
priorities? Over the weeks of discussion among local residents a con-
sensus emerged: they should dig ponds at the springs to store their
scarce water supply.25

Residents assembled two work parties, which quickly excavated two
rudimentary ponds. Then one thing followed another. A few min-
nows whimsically thrown in a pool unexpectedly multiplied, which
reminded someone that a visitor had once said something about farm-
ing fish. Eucario went to town to find out what he could, and tracked
down the Secretariat of Fisheries. There, aquaculture experts sup-
plied him with elaborate specifications for regulation ponds but ad-
vised that uneducated Indians would never succeed.

Undaunted, Zapotec work parties set to digging. Despite geologic
conditions that quickly ruled out the standardized government de-
sign, the workers managed to construct an odd assortment of irregu-
lar pools. A year later, tired of waiting for a government inspector
to bring them the promised fingerlings, Eucario went again to the
city, where he convinced the secretariat to bend the rules and give
him a plastic bag containing 175 young tilapia and carp.27

By June 1987, when Americar anthropologist Mac Chapin visited,
there were 20 ponds brimming with fish, water supplies were secure



year round, and the risk of crop losses had been reduced mith irriga-
tion water conducted through garden hoses. Most impressive, the
Zapotecs had organized intricate rotating work schedule for feeding
the fish, maintaining the ponds, regulating water flow rates, and har-
vesting a sustainable yield.28

This thumbnail sketch of fish farming in the drylands of Mexico is a
microcosm of grassroots development at its best. A committed organ-
izer arrives on the scene unburdened with project blueprints or de-
velopment budgets and begins a discussion to activate latent talents.
As community members discover their strengths, they mobilize local
knowledge, labor, and materials to address the needs they have de-
fined. From day one, the community controls the process.

Unfortunately, success is rarely as easy as it was for the Zapotecs.
Poverty is an economic condition, but its effects ripple deep into the
human psyche, devastating self-confidence and self-respect. One con-
sequence, sociologists have learned, is that organizing the dispos-
sessed is much more difficult than organizing the fortunate. ...deed,
despite all the activist priests and Gandhian workers, the poor re-
main the least organized of the world's people. This grassroots iner-
tia is a critical obstacle to progress against hunger, poverty, and envi-
ronmental decline.

For those who live on the brink of starvation, generations of misfor-
tune and injustice have bred an often overwhelming fatalism. As Zim-
babwean organizer Sithembiso Nyoni argues, Third World people are
not at the dawn of their history. Life experience counsels them that
change is impossible and that to struggle for change is to incite re-
pression. They have little experience, m the words of rural health
specialist David Drucker, "of anyone coming from outside other than
to further their own interests, to exploit and often to plunder." Sadly,
in many countries, this fatalism is still justified. The arms of the state
work harder at controlling poor people than at helping them, making
grassroots self-help difficult. Where governments tolerate community
action, fatalism persists because it is so deep seated. Perhaps most
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"Lumping male farmers with
landless women virtually guarantees

that the men will reap
the bulk of rewards."

important, the poor have little margin for risky experiments. Change
must go inch by inch."

If fatalism, state repression, and risk- aversion account for some of
the impediments to grassroots action, social structures account for
the rest. The poor of the world are not, as industrial-country myth
has it, an undifferentiated "peasant mass" or a "sea of need." Social
and economic roles are as intricately stratified in Bombay slums as
they are in the entire cities of New York or Berlin. Research on a
Bangladeshi village of 150 households, for example, revealed 10 dis-
tinct social classes. Many communities are further torn apart by per-
sonality conflicts and factional frictions."

Releasing the traps of fatalism and division usually requires a catalyz-
ing influence from outside the communi "some experience," in
the words of development theorist Albert Hirschman, "dispelling iso-
lation and mutual distrust." Broad-based political upheaval can have
this effect, as it has in Zimbabwe or Nicaragua, but more frequently
an organizer is involved. Given training and support, organizers are
often most effective if they are natural- leaders from the area itself.
These individuals, who generally do not hold an official position,
know community members and their strengths and weaknesses.
Eucario Angeles, for example, was a Zapotec himself but had re-
ceived training in community development.m

In India, independent groups find that the most reliable organizers
are middle-aged mothers: they have good rapport with villagers, espe-
cially other women, but are likely to stay put, while younger people
often migrate to cities after completing their training. Another lesson
from India is that social stratification can make all-inclusive commu-
nity bodies counterproductive. Lumping male farmers with landless
women virtually guarantees that the men will reap the bulk of re-
wards. Many govemnient community-development gran in de-
veloping and industrial countries alikehave treated call residents as
essentially equal in interests and status, allowing the more powerful
to co-opt projects for their own benefit.32
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Every o technique is essentially an attempt to liberate the
wealth o creative ideas and resources that all human groups pos-
sess. Of the two basic organizing philosophies, the first is action -
centered while the second concentrates on consciousness raising. The
first, typified by the Zapotec fish farming example, emphasizes pro-
ducing a tangible product as rapidly as possible. Actions speak louder
than words, and joint actions tend to create a sense of camaraderie

community efforts forward. The actual project can be
an at all: building a school, painting a church, or leveling a
soccer eld.

A variant of this first organizing philosophy is that of such appropriate-
technology groups as India's Center of Science for Villages and the
Philippine Palawan Center for Appropriate Rural Technology. Deven-
dra Kumar of Science for Villages describes the approach well. "Tech-
nology can be a tool of rural change, because by introducing one
simple device, such as a pulley with ball bearings for hauling water
out of a well, rural people begin to see possibilities that they did not
see before." People rarely seek relief from hardships they consider
inevitable.33

The second organizing philosophy is typified by Brazilian educator
Paulo Freire's teaching method. Now practiced by independent groups
worldwide, Freire's method uses informal teachers who guide illiter-
ate adults through discussions of basic concepts from everyday life
such as "food," "school," and "landlord" to foster a critical aware-
ness of the predicament of poverty. Similar techniques include street
theater, traditional dance and music, and oral history. By promoting
a sense of identity and self-worth, these methods of popular educa-
tion all aim to break what Freire termed the "culture of silence" that
traps large classes in powerlessness and vulnerability.3'

In 1975, the Catholic diocese of Machakos, Kenya, initiated a literacy
program that, by 1984, involved some 60,000 participants. According
to program coordinator Francis Mulwa, "literacy-class discussions be-
came the springboard to other development," generating ventures
in handicrafts, tree planting, primary health care, cooperative farm-
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"Once a group gets started, projects
proliferate and momentum builds."

ins, soil conservation, savings and credit, and water supply Albert
Hirschman calls this springboard effect "social energy": once a group
gets started, projects proliferate and momentum builds. Individuals
who have once joined a group, furthermore, become more prone to
organize later in life. Thus, the importance of Latin America's Chris-
tian Base Communities, for instance, exceeds their actual contribu-
tion to community development, since a large share of today's com-
munity activists got their start in the church programs.33

Sri Lanka's Sarvodaya Shramadana overcomes impediments to grass-
roots activity by combining the two philosophies outlined above in
massive work parties and communal feasts where villages come to-
gether to speak, listen, and learn. Shramadana means "gift of labor,"
and Sarvodaya means "village awakening." By giving their labor, peo-
ple awaken the talents within their village and set self-development
in motion.36

Fewer obstacles impede grassroots action among citizens of western
industrial countries, yet the genesis of local organizations still gener-
ally takes a catalyzing experience to liberate community energy. The
tumultuous social movements that many nations experienced in the
sixtiesthe civil rights, anti-war, and women's movements, for ex-
ampleseem to have had the effect of encouraging grassroots action
broadly, including among those not involved or sympathetic with
the earlier causes. The new populist movement of the United States
and the citizens initiatives of West Germany and Austria are thus
indirect descendants of sixties activism. In Eastern European nations,
however, grassroots momentum is forestalled by the state. Strict con-
trols wall m community activism, and despite the political opening
encouraged by Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev, local organiza-
tions remain on shaky ground.

In the best of circumstances, popular action is difficult. The odds
weigh heavily against the poor and powerless, so failure is a normal
part of the process. But working together has its own rewards. In-
deed, the intangible benefits of local action are as important as the
latrines dug or trees planted, for as Chilean novelist Ariel Dorfman
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so eloquently puts it, "How do you measure the amount of dignity
that people accumulate? How do you quantify the disappearance of

n apathy?"37

Meeting Human Needs

In September 1188, World Bank President Barber Conable flew to
Berlin with a grave message for the governors of the bank and the
International Monetary Fund. "Poverty on today's scale,' he an-
nounced, "prevents a billion people from having even minimally ac-
ceptable standards of living. . . . In sub-Saharan Africa, more than
100 million peopleone person in fourdo not get enough to eat."
Conable's testimony confirms what the world's underclass has sensed
for a decade: the ranks of the dispossessed are growing. Rising rates
of destitution reflect, moreover, a marked decline in living standards
for entire populations in Africa and Latin America. In some indus-
trial countries, meanwhile, the gap between the haves and the have-
nots has widened appreciably, leaving the average worker with no
more than he or she had two decades ago, despite sustained growth
in national economies.38

Thus, the world's self-help movements are growing amid increasing
desperation. People take action as best they can on many fronts, but
more often than not they lose. Although the factors that shape com-
munity action are too complex to be condensed into a single recipe
for success, experiences from around the world reveal certain grass-
roots strengths and weaknesses. The most important lesson is that
community groups organize to respond, on the one hand, to felt
needs or threats and, on the other hand, to perceived opportunities.
There is, in other words, both a "push" and a "pull" to community
action, and neitha is sufficient in itself. Depending on local needs
and opportunities, communities focus on a variety of areas, most
commonly land right, education, health, income, and protecting natu-
ral resources 39

Perhaps 500 million people live in the squalor of the Third World's
mushrooming squatter colonies, and the number grows by thousands
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daily. In the close quarters of these urban slums, neighborhood asso-
dations form readily; Sao Paulo alone has 1,300. In some cases, they
accomplish phenomenal things, as the stories of Santa Marta and
Villa El Salvador show. Santa Marta is a vertical labyrinth of houses
clinging precariously to a slope above Rio de Janeiro's city council
offices. The shantytown is home to 11,500 of Rio's 2 million squat-
ters. Santa Marta's local organization came together originally with
the simple goal of starting an informal day care program. By June
1988, however, the group had achieved far greater things. Elected
local leaders showed the author dozens of things that the accumu-
lated social energy had brought into the slum: water lines, paved
stairways (ir lieu of roads), electricity, health clinics, a superb day
care facility, drainage systems to prevent mud slides, which had
wiped out two dozen homes four months earlier.0

Another success story in self-help community building is Lima's Villa
la Salvador, where citizens have planted a half-million trees, built
26 schools, 150 day care centers, and 300 community kitchens, and
trained hundreds of door-to-door health workers. Despite the extreme
poverty of the town's inhabitants and a population that has shot up
to 300,000, illiteracy has fallen to 3 percentone of the lowest rates
in Latin Americaand infant mortality is 40 percent below the na-
tional average. The ingredients of success have been a vast network
of women's groups and the neighborhood assodation's democratic
administrative structure, which extends down to representatives on
each block.41

Sadly, it is rare for a shantytown to match the achievements of a
Santa Marta or Villa El Salvador. Indeed, most squatters have their
hands full simply staying put, because fending off expulsion is often
extremely dangerous. In Manila's 'tondo slum, one of Asia's largest,
residents had to form massive human barricades in the late sixties
to halt government bulldozers sent to demolish their homes. Unorgan-
ized squa:ters can be driven off at night by police or gun- toting land-
owners, but organized groups can more often stand down thugs,
mount legal challenges, or gain political support. Nonetheless, the
land tenure struggle is frequently protracted: the 40,000 inhabitants
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of Klors They in Bangkok, Thailand, for example, pre railed only
after a three-decade legal and political campaign.42

On the Indian subcontinent, securing land rights is complicated by
the rule of slum lords. Breaking their grip requires organizing. In
1980, block committees and an outside development organizer in
Orangi, Pakistan, the largest of Karachi's squatter settlements, mobi-
lized people to build sewers. In the process, they managed to shift
the balance of . wer in local government away from slum bosses.
Likewise, in 1* I, the residents of Ganeshnagar, in the Indian city
of Poona, stood down ruthless landlords whose hired gangs were
extracting high protection fees. Since that time, Ganeshnagar has been
converted into a secure neighborhood with full water, sewerage, and
transportation infrastructure.43

If squatters secure even limited tenure, they generally proceed to
other priorities; prominent among these is building schools for the
children. In rural Latin America, it is said that only the church build-
ing comes before the community school. Unfortunately, constructing
a rudimentary classroom is far simpler than recruiting and paying a
teacher.

hi Recife, the metropolis of Brazil's impoverished northeast region,
2.5 millior people live in shantytowns where barely half the popula-
tion can read. Two oi of three students do not finish elementary
school, yet the state government has not responded. Taking matters
into their own hands, 60 of Recife's favelas the local word for "slum"
have completed the mammoth organizational task of ,peeing their
own elementary schools. These schools, moreover, are got shallow
imitations of the tradition-bound public ones: community workers
proudly point out that the teachers are local youths and that lessons
are drawn from the rich blend of traditional Brazilian and African
dance, music, and art that forms the heritage of Recife's poor."

"Our culture had been taken from ustraded for rock music and
Coca-Colabut in the schools we took it back," says Lucia de Praz-
eres, a local school director. "We discovered that reclaiming our cul-



"Unorganized squatters can be driven off
at night by police or gun-toting landowners."

hire gave us back our identity and gave us back our dignity. Learn-
ing is impossible if you don't believe in yourself." By mid-1988, the f.
popular school movement was advancing across Brazil. Rio de Janeiro, AO

, and Salvador each had over a dozen community schools,
and the favelas of Sao Luis had already opened 40 schools.°

Like education, clean drinking water is a high priority for many com-
munities. At least 1.5 billion people worldwide still lack potable water.
This leaves them vulnerable to the water-b me gg that cause
diarrhea, which alone takes the lives of 5 million chilesevery year.
The United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) estimates that un-
clean water combined with inadequate sanitation causes 75 percent
of all disease in developing countries. Hundreds of communities are
bucking e odds of government complacence and international ne-
glect to tt the need for clean water.46

In Dhaudhuka, on the barren coastal plane of India's Gujarat state,
a generation of excessive fuelwood gathering and overgrazing has
led to desertification, which in turn has triggered social and economic
disintegration. As cattle died of thirst, the land lost the manure sup-
ply and the children lost their milk, maxing them easy victims for
the diseases that prey on the malnourished. Conflicts erupted over
water that seeped into brackish wells, and in the worst years four-
fifths of the population had to migrate to survive.47

As in much of the world, fetching = -ter in Dhandhuka is women's
work. Thus it was the women who ...-cided, upon talking with com-
munity organizers in 1981, to construct a permanent reservoir to trap
the seasonal rains. In this case, an idea from migrant laborers pro-
vided the pull that complemented the push of water scarcity. The
migrants described irrigation channels lined with plastic sheets, and
the villagers reasoned that a reservoir could be sealed the same way.
After lengthy discussion and debate, the community agreed to the
plan, and in 1986, all but a few stayed home during the dry season
to get the job done. Moving thousands of tons of earth by hand,
they finished the pool before the rains returns. The next dry season



they were well-supplied, which inspired neighboring villages to plan
their own reservoirs."

As with innumerable areas of human endeavor, the technical aspects
of water supply pale in comparison with institutional and social ques-
tions. In Haiti, where less titan a quarter of the population has ready
access to potable water, the remote town of Condon spent a decade
badgering the government for plastic pipe to bring water from a moun-
tain spring. Then, when UNICEF provided the tubing, and Coridon
residents cooperatively ran it up the mountainside, a community neigh-
boring the spring claimed the water, causing another long delay as
the two towns hammered out an agreement.'"

Food scarcity, like v. er scarcity, may be tackled by community
poups. The size of Peru's international debt can be measured in the
height of Lima's children: malnutrition now stunts the growth of one
in four. Mothers in the belt of hardscrabble shantytowns that encir-
cles Lima have found an innovative way to combat hunger. In more
than 1,500 community kitchens, they buy in bulk to cut costs and
rotate cooking duties to save time. The kitchens improve nutrition
for all while building solidarity among women, long subordinated
in the machismo of Latin culture.50

As these examples show, community groups are fairly good at con-
fronting sources of disease with an identifiable cause, such as con-
taminated water or malnutrition. On their own, howeer, they are
unaware of other low-cost preventive techniques that public health
experts believe could save millions of lives in the Third World each
year, such as oral rehydration for diarrhea, extended breast-feeding,
and mother and child immunization. The push of ilhisess is there,
but there is no pull of perceived opportunities. Most campaigns that
promote these measures, therefore, are initiated by independent health
groups or governments.51

Nevertheless, such large-scale programs usually make use of commu-
nity health workers, who need the support of local groups to be
effective. Millions of community health workers have been trained



since 1980; China alone had 1 million "barefoot doctors" and 4 mil-
lion health aides in 1981. In Bangladesh, where 250,000 children die
each year from diarrhea, the nongovernmental Bangladesh Rural
Advancement Committee has gone door-to-door to teach 9 million
mothers the use of diarrhea rehydration fluids made from sugar,
water, and salt.52

Most grassroots groups around the world also neglect family plan-
ning, because they lack knowledge of the opportunities or because
of cultural opposition to birth control. Spreading the word about the
benefits of contraception, therefore, generally falls to a class of spe-
cialized government bodies and independent family planning agen-
cies. Where family planning has effectively turned the tide on exces-
sive population growth, however, it has done so through collabo-
ration between local and central institutions. Thousands of mothers
clubs in Indonesia and South Korea are the foot soldiers of those
countries' highly effective family planning campaigns. In Thailand,
the Population and Community Development Assoaation has trained
representatives in one-third of the country's estimated 48,000 villages.°

Community groups' indirect contribution to family planning, more-
over, is substantial. Data from around the world show that as female
education, health, employment, and legal rights improve, birth rates
decline. Large families are frequently a sign of the subordination of
women. Thus, although community groups have had a small role
in distributing contraceptives and family planning information, they
play what is in many ways a more fundamental role: liberating
women.M

Through the weekly meetings of mothers clubs, church groups, health
committees, and cooperatives, women emerge from the isolation of
home and field to try their voices. Gradually demystifying age-old
taboos against discussing mistreatment at the hands of men and sexu-
ality, women gain perspective on the hardships of their lives. Grow-
ing women's movements in Kenya and Nigeriawhere birth rates
have remained high since the sixtiesmay presage falling fertility in
the nineties Since the eighties began, rural Brazil has also seen ex-
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plosive growth in women's groups, many of them anxious to better

28 snfonn themselves of their legal, economic, and reproductive rights.55

Out of the diversity of community efforts to meet human needs, two
lessons emerge: First, local groups are fierce defenders of things they
have, such as land for housing, but are less good at getting things
they lack, such as water. Second, long-term management, such as
running schools, is a greater challenge for grassroots organizations
than one-time p ects, such as building schools. These generaliza-
tions about strengths weaknesses, however, do not translate into
conclusions about importance. Indeed, the most successful communi-
ties, such as Santa Marta and Villa El Salvador, are those that strive
to gain whit they lack and that solve the problem of managing an
ongoing endeavor.

Earning Our Daily Bread

Grassroots efforts fail perhaps more frequently in the area of eco-
nomic development than in the social development areas of health
and education. This is not surprising, considenag the overwhelming
global economic forces constraining the Third World. The causes of
poverty in the eighties are many. They include, among other
a world economy encumbered by high interest rates and colossal de
burdens, heightened protectionism, plummeting prices for the com-
modities that developing nations export, excessive population growth,
resource depletion, environmental degradation, governments unwill-
ing to implement controversial policies such as land redistribution,
and national economies that are too restricted to createor too unre-
stricted to distributewealth. Many Third World countries have seen
per capita income drop more during the eighties than did the United
States during the Great Depression.TM

The basic snit of community economic development is often the co-
operative, an association of worker-owners who form a business and
manage it jointly. Unfortunately, the majority of worker cooperatives
survive only a few years. ;heir members are generally inexperienced
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in managing capital and equipment, they tend to get locked in a
cycle of infighting, and they often face volatile markets, skyrocketing
inflation, and policies unsupportive of small producers."

There are striking exceptions to the rule. B avia's cacao-growing El
Ceibo, Mexico's collective ejido farms of Yaw and Mayo, and India's
sugar cooperatives in Maharashtra have all proved that in the right
araufstances, workplace democracy and productivity go hand in
hand. In industrial countries, where members are often better edu-
cated, cooperative businesses often thrive. Spain's Mondragon coop-
eratives employ 20,000 workers in a wide variety of successful enter-
prises, and overall half a million Western Europeans are members
of worker cooperatives."

Nevertheless, most cooperatives that are based on the collective pro-
duction model fail because they dilute the incentives for hard work
and efficiency. Success is more common in groups that join forces
to carry out limited but clearly beneficial tasks. A striking example
of this comes from the extreme north of Pakistan, where LL009 peas-
ants live in one of the earth's most rugged terrains. In 1982, the
nongovernmental Aga Khan Rural Support Program began resusci-
tating the tradition of local self-help through a partnership arrange-
ment."

At thousands of mass meetings, Aga Khan organizers offered sup-
port and assistance if the village would form an organization, begin
a savings scheme, and select priority projects. By the end of 1987,
some 764 of the 1,280 villages had battled their way through day-
long meetings to qualify. Villagers have cleared new farmland, bor-
ing irrigation lines through mountains and suspending pipes across
intervening chasms. They have saved 34 million rupees ($1.9 mil-
lion), enough to start a regional village bank, and have sharpened
their skills in everything from poultry production to accounting. Mean-
while, dozens of women's groups have sprung up parallel to the
male-dominated village organizations."
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Similar experiences have been recorded around the world. In Taiwan

30 and South Korea, small-farmer associations that facilitate the flow of
information and improved seed have been the foundation of agricul-
tural productivity for over a generation. In Zimbabwe, maize produc-
tion on black farmers' land increased from 514,000 tons in 1978 to
1,780,000 tons in 1985, partially as a consequence of the services pro-
vided by small-farmer groups, which grew dramatically during that
period. Case studies from Sri Lanka, India, and the Philippines dem-
onstrate the critical role of peasant associations in managing irriga-
tion systems.61

In parts of the world, agricultural production and the alleviation of
poverty are hobbled by skewed patterns of resource ownership. In
agrarian societies, where wealth is measured primarily in arable hec-
tares, to be a farmer without land is to be cast among the poorest
people on earth. Where governments are unlikely to meet their de-
mands, landless peasants have little choice but to claim idle plots for
themselves.

The Bhoomi Sena land movement of adivasis (tribal people) in Ma-
harashtra, India, for instance, has struggled for 13 years to take back
its tribal land base from the moneylenders and timber barons who
appropriated it early this century. In the Philippines and El Salvador,
maldistribution of farmland fuels grassroots action in its most violent
form civil war. And in Brazil, where gross inequality in land tenure
hamstrings agricultural production, 10 million landless and marginal
peasants began mass occupations of unused private estates in the
early eighties and have. in turn, suffered fierce reprisals from land-
owners. Amnesty International reports that 1,000 Brazilian peasants
have been killed since 1980, mostly by hired guns.62

For the poor, economic prospects in the cities are little better than
in the countryside. Since most of the Third World's urban poor are
involved in what development specialists call the "informal sector
buyin,g, tea.ling, and selling the litter of goods tha flow through the
worlds cities -that is where most urban grassroots iiconomic develop-
ment efforts are concentrated. Development anal) st Judith Tendler
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"Where governments are unlikely to meet their
demands, landless peasants have little

choice but to claim idle plots for themselves."

performed an in-depth review of the economic development initia-
tives undertaken by independent organizations and found that those
most effective at improving the lot of the poor were not the common
Integrated" small projects that include credit, management training,
equipment, and advice. Rather, success seemed to gravitate to those
highly specialized groups that began with a detailed understanding
of existing conditions in a narrow sector of the economy. Although
grassroots oriented, they were centralized enough to target the spe-
cific legal and institational barriers that perpetuate poverty.63

Many of them work primarily with women. The 22,000-strong Self-
Employed Women's Association based in Ahmadabad, India, was
formed in 1971 as a trade union to fight police harassment and battle
for continued access to sidewalk space for street vendors. After each
success, they have consciously worked to widen their impact, now
extending to female trash collectors and farm laborers. SEWA pro-
vides a heartening contrast to most grassroots economic projects for
wom en, which establish crafts, sewing, and weaving cooperatives,
activities where markets are usually flooded and profit margins slim.-4

Many high-impact grassroots economic programs revolve around
credit. The Grameen Bank of Bangladesh, for example, has attrnted
worldwide attention for distributing more than 400,000 tiny loans,
averaging $60 apiece. The funds allow borrowers, largely women,
to acquire basic capital equipment; they might, for example, purchase
a goat, a rice-huller, or tools for wood cutting. On first entering a
village, Grameen's '%cycle bankers" simply wander about, chatting
with landless peasants about the credit offer. Those interested must
find four others and form a "solidarity group" to apply. The neediest
two are given loans first, and if they make their weekly payments
on time, the other three get theirs; peer pressure takes the place of
collatera1.65

Grameen is not in the business of community org but it has
had that effect nonetheless: dozens of loan groups have an com-
munity schools, gardens, and latrines. With more than 100 new
branches added each year, Grameen's track record is truly extraordi-
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nary and has inspired a bevy of imitators on other continents. As
bank President Muhammad Yunus points out, however, a ort-term
credit is no substitute for reforms in national tax, investnent, and
tenure policies.66

Suet: grassroots initiatives have ameliorated the penury of several
million people in the world today, but their impact is swamped by
the global economic tide running against the poor. The structure of
opportunity in any given nation is determined more by bank credit
policies, government land tenure policies, and the impersonal dic-
tates of the internatienal economy than by all the cooperatives,
women's unions, and peasant associations poor people can create.
Over the long term, grassroots efforts will have to influence these
broader forces if they are to do anything more than struggle against
the tide.

Protecting the Local Environment

In November 1987, some 2,000 low-caste laborers and farmers from
Karnataka, India, performed one of the most peculiar acts of civil
disobedience in that nation's history: they uprooted 100 trees planted
as part of a massive government reforestation campaign. For villag-
ers to destroy trees in a fuelwo.nd-starved land may seem utterly self-
destructive; in fact, it was perfectly rational. The trees were planted
by a private rayon company on what had been common land that
was open for gathering wood. The poor were simply defending their
fuel supply.67

As officials in northern and southern capitals alike grow increasingly
aware that a healthy resource base is a precondition to real social and
economic progress, a stream of self-described "sustainable develop-
ment" has begun to flow from the pens of development plan-
ners. G intentions notwithstanding, this round of ventures could
fail as badly as earlier ones if they disregard the lesson of Karnataka.
The fundamental questions of sustainable development are, By whom?
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"Sustainable development intFosed from on high is
rarely sustainable; it may not even be development."

and For whom? Sustainable development imposed from on high is
rarely sustainable; it may not even be development.

33
Environmental quality is not a luxury, as Anil Agarwal of the Center
for Science and Environment in New Delhi argues,

The vast majority of the people of the worldthe poor of the
Third Worldlive within a biomass-based subsistence economy.
Fundamental ,zeds like food, fuels, building materials, fertiliz-
ers, raw materials like bamboos, and various types of grasses for
traditional crafts and occupations are all forms of biomass, most
of which are collected freely from the immediate environment.
For these biomass-dependent people . . . [whoj do not benefit
much from the gross national product, there is another GNP which
is far more hnportud, and this is what I call the Gross Nature
Product 6e

Those who live beyond the borders of the world's industrial econ-
omy subsist on nature's surpluson organic soil fertility for food,
on stable hydrological cycles for water, and on forests for fuel. Envi-
ronmental degradation, consequently, has direct, tangible results:
hunger, thirst, and fuel scarcity. No line can be drawn between eco-
nomic development and environmental protection.

Settled communities generally understand the necessity of protecting
the natural resources that sustain them, and over generations, local
resource management regimes have evolved. Around the world, many
of these ancient systems survive, struggling to maintain the balance
between humans and nature. In the flooded pastures along the Ni-
ger River of Mali, for example, local and nomadic herders employ
elaborate calendars and rotation systems to graze millions of live-
stock without destroying the land. In the north of Mali, meanwhile,
forests have traditionally been managed according to the simple rule
that small branches can be cut as fodder for lambs and kids but not
for matt- animals. Village children provide the eyes of the law, re-
portina infractions to their elders, who quickly penalize violators by
confiscating the best breeding male in their flock. Similar systems are



in varying states of health worldwide, from wildlife management in

34 Zaire to soil protection in the Andes.°

While historical evidence shows that traditional resource management
has never worked perfectly, in modern circumstances three forces
have overwhelmed it: governments have undercut local authority,
powerful newcomers have put short-term profits before long-term
sustainability, and community members themselves have been forced
to sacrifice the future to salvage the present when their population
surpasses the land's carrying capacity. Communities respond to these
challenges with varying success.

Over the course of this century, a procession ofnew nations, freed
at last from colonial bonds, have followed in their colonizers' foot-
steps by declaring the nation's common re:ources the exclusive do-
main of the state. In each case, the same spiral of decline has re-
sulted. When authority over ranges, forests, and fisheries is vested
in weak or corrupt ministries in the capital, the tragedy of the com-
monsin which uncontrolled individual interests undermine the
common goodplays itself out in the hinterlands.70

Nepal nationalized its forests in 1957, ostensibly "to protect, manage,
and improve" them. The consequences were disastrous, however,
as villagers' time-honored management systt broke down and the
welter of unchecked individual interests over 'lelmed government
foresters. Twenty years later, the Nepalese government reversed it-
self, slowly handing over woodlands to intervilhge councils. The re-
form has not decentralized control sufficiently, yet local mechanisms
of restraint seem to be recuperating, with dramatic forest restoration
in several uses. Unfortunately, communities can do little against this
first type of encroachment on their traditional prerogatives. Virtually
powerless against edicts of the state, even the best-organized com-
munities generally fail to recapture management rights over local re-
sources.7'

Communities are both more apt and better able to protect their envi-
ronment against newcomers who exploit it. These "outsiders" pro-
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'The people of the world's disappearing
tropical forests, from the to ICalimantan,

have Legtut defen their homes."

vide a visible adversary against which to mobilize, bringing out
defense instincts in local groups. Traditional fishers of northeastern
Brazil, the Philippines, and the Indian states of Goa and Kerala, for
example, are organized to battle commercial trollers and industrial
polluters who deplete ocean fisheries. The people of the world's dis-
appearing tropical forests, from the Congo to Kalimantan, have be-
gun defending their homes as well, despite a pace of destruction
that makes their task a daunting one.72

The world's largest rain forestand largest concentration of species
diversityenvelopes the thousand tributaries of the Amazon River,
forming a great fan that covers northern Brazil and spreads into Vene-
zuela, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia. The traditional inhabi-
tants of this great basin include dozens of tribes of Indians and 300,000
rubber tappers, a guild of workers who trace their roots and their
residence in the forests to the cyclical rubber booms of the late nine-
teenth and early twentieth centuries. They earn their living by tap-
ping the rubber trees spread liberally through the region.73

Since the sixties, a series of powerful economic and political forces
has thrown waves of landless peasants and wealthy land speculators
into the jungles, where they have driven the rubber tappers out
sometimes at gun point. The newcomers proceed to deairut the wood-
lands and burn the fallen logs, causing unprecedented destruction
and enormous releases of air pollution. In 1987 alone, according to
alarming new data from Brazilian satellite imagery, 8 million hectares
of virgin forest, an area the size of Austria, went up in smoke.74

In the late seventies, a union of 30,000 rubber tappers from the re-
mote Brazilian state of Acre decided to draw the line. "In those times,
we didn't know what the 'natural environment' was," Raimundo Men-
des de Barros told the author recently. "The forest was simply our
lifeour survival." At first, their tactics were simple and direct; where
the chain saws were working, men, women, and children would peace-
fully occupy the forest, putting their bodies in the path of destruc-
tion. This nonviolent method, reminiscent of Gandhian movements
in India, was met with violent reprisals that continue today. Within
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weeks of the author's visit to Acre in mid-1988, a landlord's hired
assassins allegedly gunned down first an allied peasant politician and
then a rubber tappet Then, continuing the cruel history of blood-
shed in the rain forest, in December 1988 two gunmen ambushed _

Francisco Mendes Filho, national leader of the rubber tappers, imme-
diately behind his home, killing him instantly.75

The price has been high, but the rubber tappers have made modest
gains. Bolstered by an unprecedented alliance with indigenous tribes
and the scattered beginnings of a nationwide rubber tappers move-
ment, Acre's union has demanded an end to the destruction of their
landsand an end to violence against their members. They have
helped reshape World Bank and Inter-American Development Bank
lending policy by showing that, over the long run, natural rubber
production is more profitable and creates more employment per hec-
tare than cattle ranching or farming. With help from international
environmental groups, the union has called on the Brazilian govern-
ment to set off large "extractive reserves" where tappers can carry
on their way of life in perpetuity. And among the rubber trees of
Acre, they have built community schools and health posts.76

Across the Pacific, Borneo's Dayak tribe has been less fortunate. The
island's dense woodlands are a foundation of Malaysia's foreian-
exchaw strategy, providing the country with most of its $1- billion
annual hardwood trade. The Dayaks, however, want it cut only of
a sustainable basis and have battled timber contractors by construct-
ing roadblocks and appealing to European consumers to boycott Malay-
sian hardwoods. To date, t intransigence has stymied their
efforts. The official attitude is summed irk, by state Minister of the
Environment Datuk James Wong, himself a timber tycoon: "There
is too much symthy for the Dayaks. Their swidden lifestyle must
be stamped out."77

The well-organized Kuna Indians of Panama, on the other hand, have
been able to establish their homelands as a biological keserve, putting
it off limits to the settlers and cattle ranchers who, predictably, fol-
lowed a new access road. In 1980, then-President Omar Torrijos de-
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"Chipko has beyond resource protection
to eco , restoration,

and what memberagenseeco-adtevelopment."

mended, "Why do you Kuna need so much land? You don't do any-
thing with it. . . . If anyone else so much as cuts down a single tree,
you shout and scream." A local leader responded:

If I go to Panama City and stand in front of A pharmacy and,
because I need medicine, pick up a rock and breik the window,
you would take me away and put me in jail. For me, the forest
is my pharmacy. It I have sores on my legs, Igo to the forest
and get the medicine I need to cure them. The forest is also a
great refrigerator. It keeps the food I need fresh. . . . So we
Kuna need the forest, and we use it and we take much from it.
But we can take what we need without having to destroy every-
thing, as your people do."

The world's most acclaimed community forest movement, Chipko,
shows how grassroots action to defend a resource can grow into far
more. Born in the Garhwal hills of Uttar Pradesh, India, Chipko first
drew fame for its sheer courage. In March 1973, as a timber company
headed for the woods above impoverished Gopeshwar village, desper-
ate local men, women, and children rushed ahead of them to chipko
(itera_k "hug" or "cling to") the trees, daring the loggers to let the
axes fall on their backs.79

Since its initial success, the movement has deepened its ecological
understanding and, in the words of movement follower Vanden
Shiva, "widened from embracing trees to embracing mountains and
waters." In 1987, for example, activists formed a seven-month block-
ade at a limestone quarry that was recklessly destroying the ecosys-
tem of an entire valley. Chipko has gone beyond resource protection
to ecological management, restoration, and what members call "eco-
development." The women who first guarded trees from loggers now
plant trees, build soil-retention walls, and prepare village forestry
plans.e°

Most of the world's hundreds of local movements for resource pro-
tection never draw international attention as has Chipkl. A repre-
sentative case comes from a rudimentary settlement called Zapoz6
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in one of Bolivia's most isolated regions. There, 170 Ayoreode and
Chiquitano Indians have built a small sawmill and learned the funda-
mentals of sustainable forestry in a bid to fend off the commercial
timber companies encroaching on their lands. Convoluted Bolivian
forest lawswhich simply write off the Ayoreodes and Chiquitanos
as "savages" make legally establishing themselves as the timber con-
tractors for the region the only way they can assert control over their
forests. Ironically, in this case, a sawmill was the best defense against
the chain saw.81

Groups organize most readily to defend their resource base against
the incursion of outsiders, but in the right circumstances they may
organize to reverse deterioration driven by forces internal to the com-
munity. Shridath Ramphal writes,

Poor people often destroy their own environmentnot because
they are ignorant, but to survive. They over-exploit thin soils,
over-graze fragile grasslands, and cut down dwindling forest
stocks for firewood. In the context of the short-term needs of an
individual, each decision is rational; in a long-term and wider
context, the effects are disastrous. . . . Poverty is both a cause
and an effect of environmental degradation.82

As Kenya's forests shrink, thousands of women's groups, youth clubs,
and harambee (let's pull together) societies have mounted local tree
planting drives. The National Council of Women of Kenya inaugu-
rated its Greenbelt Movement in 1977, calling on women's groups
across the country to turn open spaces, school grounds, and road-
sides into forests. Over a million trees in 1,000 greenbelts are now
straining skyward, 20,000 mini-greenbelts have taken root, and 670
community tree nurseries are in place. Meanwhile, Kenya's largest
women's development network, Maendeleo Ya Wanawake, with its
10,000 member groups, initiated a campaign in 1985 to construct im-
proved, wood-saving cookstoves.83

Kenya takes soil conservation as seriously as tree planting, and again
women are the mainstay of the crusade. Writer Paul Harrison relates
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a tale representative of their achievements. Kimakimu hill, which tow-
ers over the town of Machakos, was so badly eroded from forest
clearing and plowing that gaping chasms had opened on the face.
"In 1981, the ICaluodi women's group Wpm an ambitious series of
conservation works on the hillside. By 1985 all buta handful of farms
were terraced, and the whole hillside was notched with zigzagging
cut-off drains to channel rainwater away from the fields. "M

An African federation popularly known as Naam is among the most
successful of the world's grass!,, ts movements at mobilizing people
to protect and restore natural resources in an area degraded from
overuse. Building on pre-colonial self-help traditions, Naam taps vast
stores of p'ssant knowledge, creativity, and energy to loosen the
grip of poverty and ecological deterioration in the drought-prone
Sahel. With origins in Burkina Faso, it now spills over under differ-
ent names into Mauritania, Senegal, Mali, Niger, and Togo.85

Each year during the dry season, thousands of Naam villages under-
take projects that they choose and design with minimal assistance
from outsiders. Along with five neighboring communities, for exam-
ple, Somiaga built a large dam and a series of check dams to trap
drinking and irrigation water and to slow soil erosion. Villagers piled
caged rocks by hand to form a dam 4 meters high and 180 meters
lo Meanwhile, hundreds of Naam farmers have adopted a simple
technique of soil and water conservation developed by Oxfam -UK,
in which stones are piled in low r, B along the contour to hold back
the runoff from torrential rains. While halting ',oil loss, these diguetes
increase crop yields dramatically."

The people of wealthy nations do not live in biomass-based econo-
mies. Their dependence on natural systems is buffered by the long
chains of commerce and industrial production. The industrial econ-
omy is too new and too complex to be regulated traditional prac-
tices; its environmental side effects can only be controlled by law.
The environmental threats of industrialization that directly impinge
on communities, moreover, are not typically resource depletion but
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pollution. All of these factors make industrial-country community ac-
tion markedly different from Third World self-help.

Stretchingins along the banks of the Mississippi River for 85 miles north
of New Orleans lies America's "Petrochenrical Corridor," producer
of one-fifth of the nation's petrochemicals. Hundreds of tons of mut-
agenic, carcinogenic, and embryotordc materials leak into the ground-
water, are pumped into the river, and spew from rows of smoke-
stacks. The volatile mirchne makes the area, in the words of or health
specialist, "a massive human experiment." In national cancer regis-
tries the region Juts out film A red flag, but regulation has been lax."

Neighborhoods up and down the corridor have organized to proton:
themselves. The predominantly black residents nevenetown,
Louisiana, a two-street clapboard community in the shadows of a
mammoth chemical facility, grew alarmed when they began waking
up gasping for air. Plant representatives were uncooperative. "No
ore err told us what was going on over there," says community
activist Janice Dickerson. Local organizers got the 75 residents' blood
tested, and found that many of the inhabitants of the community
had vinyl chloridea t carcinogen and the main product of the
chemical plant through their veins."

The residents brought suit but, faced with the prospect of continuing
to live t-Ider the smokestacks through years of litigation, most
accepted ;ubetantial sum to settle out of court and relocate. Revelle-
town now stands vacant, while the plant keeps making vinyl chlo-
ride and other toxic substances. Dozens of nearby communities, mean-
while, organized a march the lth of the comdor to draw attention
to the region's plight and to unify their disparate efforts."

The United States lug; hundreds of Revelletowns which are together
forging the basis of a new environmentalism, a movement propelled
by working-class comrnuratin concerned about local issues. In the
Bronx, New York, Patrid a Noniron and her neighbors, alarmed at
the high incidence of various diseases, are demanding the cleanup
of an abandoned hazardous waste dump. The pesticides that satu-
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"The predominantly black residents of
Revelletown, Louisiana, pew alarmed when

they began waking up gar* for air."

rate the San Joaquin Valley of California take their toll on local chil-
dren, and mothers such as Connie Rosales of McFarlane Township,
where cancer rates among children are eight times the expected inci-
dence, have demanded action from state officials. In Seattle, Wash-
ington, plans to construct a waste incinerator ignited such opposition
from community groups that the municipal government opted for a
city-wide recycling program. Within a year, Seattle was recycling more
of its solid waste than any other urban area in the country.90

Poland, particularly in the north, can be described in terms similar
to the Petrochemical Corridor: nearly half of the nation's water is
classified as unfit even for industrial use, and the Polish Academy
of Sciences projects that there may be no safe drinking water in Po-
land by the turn of the century. French scientist Jean Pierre Lasota
writes, "Accordiiv td government reports (many of which are not
intended for public distribution), air, water, and soil pollution are
so hazardous in Poland that the health of at least one-third of the
country's population is at risk: that is, roughly 13 million people now
livinf there are likely to acquire environmentally induced cancers,
respiratory diseases, or a host of other illnesses."'

The fast-growing Polish environmental mover ,nt has not failed to
respond. In late 1986, one of the most daring groups, Freedom and
Peace (known by its Polish acronym, WiP) mobilized in the city of
Wroclaw to demand closure of a steel mill that was endangering their

water. After three public protests, two of which were bro-
ken up 1 y police, the government decided to shut the plant by 1992.
Wit', born out of the Solidarity trade union movement, takes the
view that the only answer to Poland's environmental crisis is "for
societi to organize on the local level to attack the hazards one by
one."'"

The scale of some of the environmental excesses of industrialism
makes local responses difficult. Acid rain, for example, undermines
whole ecosystems, killing off first fish, then trees. But mobilizing a
community against it is challenging, because it is both gradual and
may be caused by industries hundreds of miles away. In the United
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States, however, the National Audubon Society has found a way to

42 bring the impact of acid rain home. Three hundred volunteers armed
with buckets and pH test strips started measuring the acidity of the
rain falling on their communities in 1987. The nationwide network
draws a rat deal of local press attention, and that translates into
increased pressure on lawmakers to enact strict acid rain legislation."

Typically, community-based organizations are best at guarding local
environments against local sources of environmental decline. Occa-
sionally, as with acid rain monitoring, they work to control distant
dangers. Some environmental threats, however, while they have lo-
cal causes, have consequences that are delayed several decades and
are spread around the globe. Indeed, these perilschiefly depletion
of the ozone layer and catastrophic climate changemay come to
dominate the decades ahead. Grassroots movements today face the
challenge of extending their vision beyond tangible local problems
to obal ones. Unprecedented dangers call for unprecedented
foresight; they also call for new relationships between the grassroots
and broader institutions.

Reforming Development Assistance

The paradox of the relationship between Third World community
movements and international development institutions is that both
subscribe to the same goals and both need what the other has, yet
only rarely have they worked together effectively. Despite some re-
cent accommodations on each side, many community organizations
continue to have deep misgivings about what they perceive as heavy-
handed interventionism on the part of multilateral and bilateral bod-
ies such as the World Baal( and the U.S. Age g for International
Development (AID). Development agencies, fur tneir part, generally
continue to v4ew community organizations as unstable amateurs, jun-
ior partners h. the serious business of development.

An important distinction untangles the issues that bind foreign assis-
tancethe distinction between

4
aid and development. Much that
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'Development assistance per capita to
El Salvador is three times that to BoP via,
though Bolivia is a poorer station by be

passes as aid does not foster development, while much development
tuts nothing to do with aid. Real development is the process whereby
individuals and societies build the ca city to meet their own needs
and improve the quality of their own lives. Physically, it means find-
ing solutions to the basic necessities of nutritious food, clean water,
adequate clothing and shelter, and access to basic health care. So-
cially, it means developing the institutions that can the pub-
lic good and restrain individual excess. Individ , it means self-
respect, for without personal dignity economic progress is a charade.

Two fundamental and interrelated questions arise in evaluating devel-
opment assistance: quantity and quality. The U.S. foreign assistance
budget for fiscal year 1988 amounted to $14 billion, but subtracting
military aid and economic support to strategic countries leaves only
$6 billion for development assistance. This remainder is distributed
based on criteria more political than humanitarian. Development as-
sistance per capita to El Salvador is three times that to Bolivia, for
instance, though Bolivia is a poorer nation by far."

Aid quality is determined by the der,ree to which development dol-
lars are distributed based on the needs and rriorities of the world's
poor. Donors' records vary, but few are outstanding. Japanese assis-
tance, which in part because of s excharlge rates now surpasses
American development aid, has tea been a slightly lisguised
form of export promotion, and many nations tie the bulk of their aid
to the purchase of equipment produced within their borders. Scandi-
navian countries' development assistance, while small in absolute
terms sets a high standard for its nonpolitical distribution and its
censib.ent focus on helping the poor. In almost all cases, however,
more than half of each aid dollar is spent in the donor nation itself
on machinery, supplies, and salaries for consultants 95

Total aid flowing from wealthy to poor nations totaled $49 billion in
1986. (See Table 2.) International charities such as Oxfam and Save
the Children contributed $3.3 billion, and the remainder came from
national gm ernments directly or fluough multilateral institutions. The
World Bank is the centerpiece of the international assistance system,
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Table 2: International Development Assistance, 1986

Source Quantity
(billion dollars)

Western Europe 19.0
United States 9.6
Japan 5.6
Soviet Union, Eastern Europe 4.6
Oil Exporting Nations (OPEC) 4.6
Interitational Charities 3.3

Total' 49.2

'Includes $2.5 billion from Canada and other sources.

Source: Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, Development
Cooperation, 1987 Report (Paris: 19C8).

channeling almost $15 Nllion in fiscal 1988, of which approximately
one-third was lent at low interest rates. An ever growing portion of
these funds go not to particular projects but to governments in lump
sums in exchange for agreements to change domestic economic poli-
cies known as "structural adjustment." The size of international debt
payments puts aid figures in context. In 1988, poor nations gave rich
nations $43 billion more in interest and principal payments than they
received in new loans.96

International development institutions began singing the praises of
popular participation in the fifties, but real reform has been slow in
coming. For most governments and development agencies, "grass-
roots partidpation" means asking peasants and gum dwellers to build
their own roads and schoolsduns those same authorities would
never dream of demanding that the rich do. Some European agen-
cies and many charitable donors go further toward putting partidpa-
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Lion into practice, but still, development assistance that is trulyresponsive to the initiatives of the poor is rare. Oxfam-UK and its
namesakes in Belgium, Canada, and the United States are notable
exceptions, having been committed to supporting local initiatives forperhaps longer than any other major charitable donor.97

This cautionary note notwithstanding, many development assistance
institutions do seem to be in the midst of a period of re-evaluation.
Decades of a track record that can at best be termed disappointing
has prompted them to look for more people-centered approaches.Real piss has been made in the last year at both the World Bankand the united Nations Development Program in establishing the
groundwork for collaborating with the grassroots. A growing fraction
of bilateral assistance, meanwhile, is aheady channeled through north-
ern charities such as CARE, seen by development agendes as a cost-effective alternative to weak or corrupt government ministries. This
practice could be a mixed blessing, however, if it jeopardizes thecharities' greatest advantageautonomy."

Grassroots development seems to have proved its effectiveness tosuch an extent that large aid donors want to jump on the bandwagon.
The problem is, they may jump on with all their weight, without first
undergoing the necessary restructuring and reorientation. They couldsimply try to enlist grassroots groups as new implementation armsfor their own plans, rather than going through the processoften apainfully slow oneof learning to plan _projects and polides in con-sultation with the grassroots groups. The gap between aid and de-velopment will close only when aid is made accountable to its in-tended beneficiaries. Institutionalizing accountability to the poor indevelopment agendes requires allowing, even encouraging, the dis-possessed to participate in planning and decision making.

Even when development agencies want to work with the grassroots,it is not easy. The basic problem is an intense clash of organizational
cultures between the bureaucracy of aid agencies and wreiniczoauld becalled the "visionary ad hoc-racy" of community groups. Operating
in the context of destitute villages and slums, local groups confront
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constant change, unstable priorities, and short-lived opportunities;
46 their working relations are founded not on contractual obligations

but on mutual trust. The resulting clash of cultures leaves both sides
resentful and discontent. The creative energy and commitment of
community workers is wasted filing reports and stifled by arbitrary
planning periods. Aid administrators' technical training, meanwhile,
is useless in the face of the unpredictability of the grassroots process.

As mentioned above, multilateral development banks pay a growing
share of their aid directly into national treasuries to ease the transi-
tion to policies aimed at promoting economic growth by attacking
inefficiency. These structural adjustment loans, long practiced by the
International Monetary Fund but also increasingly by the World Bank,
commonly include provisions for currency devaluation, export promo-
tion, privatization of state industries, and drastic reductions in govern-
ment sper.dhig which generally translates into disproportionate cuts
in "soft" budget areas such as health and education). Some of the
measures, such as ending state food price controls that discourage
peasants from producing surpluses, directly benefit the impoverished,
but overall the poor have borne the brunt of structural adjustment99

The development banks could use the same leverage that lets them
impose structural adjustments to create an institutional environment
supportive of grassroots action. Scores of obstacles to grassroots ac-
tion are buried in national legal codes and regulatory procedures,
and many of them could be taken up in policy-lending negotiations.
These include the lack of full legal nghts for women and indigenous
peoples; insecure legal status for squatters associations, independent
development groups, and kbor unions; credit rules that exclude those
without assets; land titling rirocedurPs biased against the illiterate;
and development planning Procedurt!: that do not allow citizeus free
access to information. Because policy-based lending experience to date
suggests that only a short list of conditions can be included with a
singe loan, changes in the process of policy formulation might be
the top priorit',. Development donors might, for example, request
that grassroots representatives be included in policy discussions be-
tween the donor and the government, as the Inter-American Devel-
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opment Bank did in negotiations about a giant development scheme
in the Brazilian Amazon.m°

If participation in policy formulation is to become a reality, however,
both grassroots and independent groups will have to do their home-
work. Many understand local realities well, but do not understand
the complexities of things like tax and trade policy. Independent
groups, perhaps in federations, could begin forming their own policy
research arms to serve as a conduit for the knowledge of the poor,
which is often hidden from officials. Develooment donors could fur-
ther this process of institution building by hiring local independent
groups to monitor and evaluate large development projects and pro-
grams.

Most development assistance is given as aid to discrete projects, mak-
ing reform in this area crucial. The bulk of this aid comes from bilat-
eral donors, such as AID Ind the Japanese Overseas Economic Coop-
eration Fund, Because of the institutional structures of the donors,
aid la held accountable primarily to donor country political and com-
mercial interests. Washington, D.C.-based development critics Doug
and Steve Helling -r write: "An aid institution that is unshielded from
outside influences will organize itself internally to respond to those
influences rather than to the intended beneficiaries of the aid." A
first priority for reforming project aid, therefore, is to insulate it from
such forces. In the case of AID, this could be done by separating
true development assistance from military and political aid and vest-
ing it in a streamlined institution that has a clear mandate and con-
siderable autonomy.

In the United States, the government-funded Inter-American Founda-
tion provides a model of such an autonomous developm-mt institu-
tion. Granting sums generally under $100,000 to grassroots Efroups
and independent development organizations through an experienced
field staff, IAF reports to a board of directors rather than to Congress
or the White House, and is thus protected from foreign policy priori-
ties. In 1980, Congress created a parallel body called the African De-
velopment Foundation, which is just now getting off the ground.
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The Swedish International Development Authority is similarly shielded

48 from political pressures so it can concentrate on responding to the
needs of its constituency.'

Constructing an institutional defense is only half the task of making
aid accountable to those it is intended to benefit. The second half is

shortening the distance between project fenders and poor
people. As the H put it, "It is not difficult to see the absurd-
ity of people thousands miles away continually shaping new solu-
tions to problems they have never experienced . . . for the purpose
of assisting mple whom they have never consulted." Bilateral agen-
cies would be better in tune with local needs, opportunities, and
institutions if the vast majority of their employees lived among the
poor in the Third World, both in capital cities and in remote regions.
This step in itself would turn top-down institutions into bottom-up
ones and lower costs simultaneously.' 3

Local aid representatives could provide funding, advice, and informa-
tion to grassroots groups, local governments, and other institutions
that proved their capacity and con-anitment to furthering the inter-
ests of the poor. Funding could go either for specific projects or,
preferably, for general institutional support. For many development
agencies, the concept of development translates in practice into a
series of discrete, defined projects: elaborately planned and budg-
eted un-lertalcingsLwith limited schedules and long lists of prescribed
procedural steps. For community groups, by contrast, development
is a that at various points may involve particular efforts such
as . t wells or planting trees, but that has neither a beginning
nor an end, nor a final evaluation or project document. Shifting em-
phasis to the support of institutions would better mesh aid with local
needs. General support for independent community organizers could
promote grassroots organizations in the areas of the world like north
Africa where few currently odst.1"

Two smaller problems also reduce the quality of project aid. Within
assistance agencies, administrators are often rewarded for the num-
ber of dollars they move across their desks rather than their sensitive
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"Bilateral agencies would be better in tune
with local needs, and institutions

if the vast ma of their employees lived
among the poor in the Third World."

support of the local process of change. It is no surprise that they
choose large, capital-intensive endeavors. Most development projects
are, in this sense, "funding-led"; development, by contrast, is people-
led. Those dosest to the process of grassroots development rightfully
warn that overfunding can subvert local control, distort community
priorities, promote capital-intensive technologies over effective local
ones, and fuel jealousy between organizations that should be allies.
Conversely, lack of funds for necessary purchases of outside sup-
plies causes the failure of myriad community efforts. If funding
matches and grows with an institution's capacity to employ those
funds effectively, development will be fostered.'

The second problem is the burden of paperwork that paralyzes many
agencies. An institutionalized fear of misappropriation and graft cre-
ates what one AID employee.terms an "ambience of pre - emptive cow-
ardice" in large development organizations. Required to account for
every cent distributed and tabulate every benefit delivered, assistance
agencies demand reams of accounts and repor, prior approval of
all decisions, and elaborate planning that extends to minutiae. A Brit-
ish researcher reports that the quarterly ilcconnts a Gentian agency
required of a tiny Bengali independent group "weighed over two
kilograms and included . . . a line item and supporting vouchers for
the food supplied to the dog that guards the stores. "'

Ironically, despite the paperwork mountains, useful evaluations of
grassroots development experiencesas opposed to government pro-
jectsare rare, making learning from the past difficult. Finding fruit-
ful but streamlined ways of evaluatingand auditing grassroots -
lions is therefore a priority. The case of MUM, a comma inde-
pendent group from the central Bolivian valley of Misque, shows
K.w donors and independent development organizations can learn

ether. Since 1984, CEIDEA010 has gone through annual participatory
self-evaluations with a community-development specialist supported
by the Belgian charity SOS Faim. The process takes a week and gives
everyone a chance to discuss flaws in the group's work. The special-
ist then writes a report for the fenders and (MUCK° summarizing
the findings.wo
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Of all development funders, international charities have the greatest

50
flexibility, which gives them the opportunity to show multilateral iind
bilateral donors the way to carry out truly participatory development.
Already, at international conferences, the outlines of a new assis-
tance compact between charities and grassroots groups are begin-
ning to take shape. Under the emerging consensus Third World
independent and grassroots groups would shoulder more of the
responsibility for direct work, as their industrial-country partners gradu-
ally retreat to a funding and support role. Simultaneously, interna-
tional charities would work harder to educate the public in industrial
nations about the reality of life in the developing world and encour-
age their governments to think of the poor as they debate policies
on international debt, finance, trade, and foreign affairs. Charities
in the industrial world can be a voice for the planet's poor that the
wealthy will hear.108

Deep down, working with the grassroots is a philosophical attitude,
an allegiance. "Grassroots development is a way of traveling, more
than a goal," writes Pierre Pradervand, a French collaborator with
Naam. It means being ready to travel in a mammie wagon with
people with all the delays, punctures, breakdowns, and sweat that
impliesrather than driving along in one's air conditioned Range
Rover with two spare wheels, cool Coke in the icebox, and a fixed
timetable."109

From the Bottom and the Top

Despite the heartening rise of grassroots action, humanity is losing
the struggle for sustainable development. For every peasant league
that stanches the hemorrhage of topsoil from a watershed, dozens
more fail. For each neighborhood that rallies ,o replace a planned
waste incinerator with a recycling program, scores remain mired in
inaction. Spreading today's grassroots mobilization to a larger share
of the world's communities is an indispensable step toward putting
an end to the global scourges of poverty and environmental degrada-
tion. Indeed, while national development in the orthodox model places
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"Small may be beautiful,
but it can also be insignificant."

primacy on accumulating capital and improving technology, sustain-
able development is built first on the mobilization of people.

All local groups eventually collide with forces they cannot control.
Peasant associations cannot enact supportive agricultural policies or
build roads to distant markets. Women's groups cannot develop and
test modern contraceptive technologies or rewrite bank lending rules.
Neighborhood committees cannot implement city-widerecycling pro-
grams or give themselves a seat at the table in national energy plan -
ning. Thus, perhaps the greatest irony of community action for
sustainability is that communities cannot do it alone. Small may be
beautiful, but it can also be insignificant.'"

The prospects for grassroots progress against poverty are further lim-
ited in a world economy in which vested interests are deeply en-
trenched and power is concentrated in a few nations. Tight monetary
policies and federal budget deficits in the United States drive up
mterest rates worldwide, and protectionism in Europe and Japan cur-
tails markets for many Third World exports. The combination of in-
ternational debt payments and industrial-country trade barriers costs
developing nations dose to three times what they receive in develop-
ment assistance each year. Thus reforms at the international level are
as important as those in the village."

The largest challenge in reversing global deterioration is to forge an
alliance between local groups and national governments. Only fpov-
eriunents have the resources and authority to create the conditions
for full-scale grassroots mobilization. As development theo-
rist Sheldon Annis writes: "It may well that wildflowers grow by
themselves. But grassroots organizations do not. They are cultivated,
in large measure, by just pohaes and competent government agen-
cies that do their job..112

In the rare cases where national-local alliances have been forged, ex-
traordinary gains have followed. South Korea and China have used
village-level organizations to plant enormous expanses of trees, im-
plement national population policies, and boost agricultural produc-



Lion. Zimbabwe has trained over 500 community-selected family plan-
ners to improve maternal and child health and control population
growth. After the 1979 Nicaraguan revolution, a massive literacy cam-
paign sent 90,000 volunteers into the countryside; in one year, they
raised literacy from 50 to 87 percent. n3

In 1984, Burkina Faso immunized three-fourths of its children against
measles, meningitis, and yellow fever in the space of three months.
Kenya is waging war on soil erosion, as several thousand women's
groups terrace mountainsides with crude shovels and hoes. And dur-
mg World War II, millions of Soviet, American, Asian, and European
civilians recycled materials, conserved energy, and planted victory
gardens to boost food production. Today, the threat to global secu-
rity from environmental degradation merits a similar mobilization.n4

The mechanisms governments have employed to form these partner-
ships with grassroots groups vary enormously. In China and South
Korea, local organizations are virtually an extension of the state, al-
lowing ready mobilization. In Burkina Faso, the government coordi-
nated the logistics of the immunization campaign Bid* international
agencies to village committees. In Kenya, authorities develop appro-
priate soil conservation techniques by improving on farmers' tradi-
tional methods through a process of consultation. The techniques are
disseminated by mobilizing extension officers and local officials to
work with Kenya's thousands of women's groups and people's or-
ganizations. What seems universal among these cases is that govern-
ment agencies have treated local groups respectfav and as true part-
ners.

A number of intermediate levels erist between government- grassroots
mistrust and full-fledged partnership, and the goal of both sides
should be to climb to progressively higher levels. After all, many
things can be accomplished short of a wholesale government-
roots mobilization. No state is monolithic; even in President
nand Marcos's Philippines, the National Irrigation Administration
tramformed itself into a people-centered institution, cooperating with
peasant associations. Such changes are already promoted by grass-
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"Unrepresentative elites rule many nations,
and all too often they crush popular movements

rather than yield their prerogatives."

roots groups and could be supported by multilateral institutions like
the World Bank. Indeed, international development apencies might
look on their role hoadly as building the groundwork fur grassroots-
goveatment partnerships.10

Full-scale community-state alliances can only come about when a
motivated and urgair, uzed populace j0118 forces with responsive leader-
ship. But herein lies the greatest obstacle mobilizing for sustain-
ability: few leaders are committed to promoting popular organiza-
tions. Because government's first concern is almost always to retain
power, independent-minded grassroots mc ements generally seem
more of a threat than an ally. Unrepresent le elites rule many na-
tions and all too often they crush popular movements rather than
ykld their prerogatives; elsewhere, powerful interests vehemently de-
fend the status quo. Inevitably, self-help will clash with these forces,
because like all development, self-help is inherently political: it is the
struggle to control the future. Environmental movements, meanwhile,
make no bones about the political nature of their methods.

Grassroots - government alliances cannot b. formed where governments
do not want :em. But that does not lessen the importance of grass-
roots organizations. To the contrary, the best hope for pressing
governments to work with local groups is local groups themselves.
Indeed, over the long run, community groups could fundamentally
alter the world's political landscape. Self-help organizations formed
in Philippine slums in the seventies, for example, played an impor-
tant role in the " . pie's power" revolution that toppled the Marcos
dictatorship in 1' 116

The motto of grassroots development that emerged from the seven-
ties was "Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day, teach him
to fish and you feed him for a lifetime." That aphorism turned out,
huwever, to be triply flawed. First, womeneven more titan men
were the ones who needed fish; snond, the rich controlled the fish-
ing rights; and third, fish stocks were dwindling. Because self-reliant
localism cannot tackle the broader issues of resource distribution, le-
gal rights, and ecological decline, many self-help movements have
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turned increasingly to political struggle, bringing them more into line
with industrial-country environmental groups that have long oper-
ated by political means.

Where governance is undemocratic, however, political struggle holds
the potential to erupt into conflict and confrontation, and to end in
repression. In 1987 East German police raided an environmental
group's library in an East Berlin church, and the same year, a num-
ber of prominent Malaysian environmental and consumer advocates
were jailed in a broad crackdown. Human rights organizations are
as important to building a sustainable world as are environmental
and hunger groups. 117

At base, grassroots action on poverty and the environment comes
down to a question of the rights cf people h shape tba.ir own des-
tiny. The United Nations-sponsored World Cummissim. on Environ-
ment and Dv-eloggtonis unequivocal on this question. In the land-
mark report Ow Future the commissioners write, "The pur-
suit of sustainable development requires a political system that
secures effective citizen participation in decision making," and they
outline the com_po_nents of an approach to governance that promotes
citizen action. Enforcing the common interest requires

greater public partialv ion in the decisions that affect the environ-
ment. This is best secured by decentralizing the management of
resources upon which local communities depend, and giving these
communities an effective say over the use of these resources. It
will also require promoting citizens' initiatives, empowering peo-
ples organizations, and strengthening local democracy.

Some large -scale pub, however, require participation on a dif-
ferent basis. Public inquiries and hearings on the development
and environment impacts can help greatly. . . . Free aceesb to
relevant information and the availability of alternative sources of
technical expertise can provide an informed basis for public dis-
cussion. When the envirmunen ;at impact of a proposed project
is particularly high, public scrminy of the case should be manila-
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tory and wit% tr feasible, the dedsion should be subject to prior
pubL: apprcn , perhaps by referendum.118

Around the world, community organizations are doing their best to
put this tory vision mto practice, and they are simultane-
ously a yet deeper question. In the waits impoverished South
it is p , "What rs development?" In the industrial North it is,
"What is ?" Behind the words, however, is the same pro-

reu?nldaat kind of lives shall our le lead? What kind of world
shall we leave to our children? The that the world's grass -
roots

refrainWhat kind of soddy shall our nation

roots movements are doing brings fresh hope: Who, if not these mil-
lions of local organizations, can build the institutional foundations
and define the guiding values for sustainable societies?

At the grassroots, campaigns are underway on every confine : In
the war-rava&A south-of Zimbabwe, villagers assem 'e at dusk to
plan the wells and ditches they will dig to combat drought. In a
Brazilian favela, young doctors work with a team of neighborhood
women to teach preventive health care. In a Romanian city, an un-
derground environmental movement gathers data on the pollution
that laces their air and water 119

Whether these scattered beginnings e. .e in a global groundswell de-
pends only on how n.any more individuals commit their creativity
and energy to the challenge. The inescapable lesson for each of us
is distilled m the words of Angeles Serrano, a grandmother and commu-
nity activist from Manila's Leveriza slum. "Ad, act, act. You can't
just watch."123
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